Abstract: We design and analyze a tapered slot waveguide structure for sub-relativistic electron acceleration. The tapering scheme can be designed, through the eikonal approximation, to achieve phase synchronization with the accelerated electrons.
As the acceleration gradient in DLA is limited by the damage threshold of the dielectric material, we study the damage factor, which is the ratio of the maximum acceleration gradient at the slot center divided by the maximum electric field inside dielectric material. Figure 1(c) shows the damage factor as a function of the phase velocity of the acceleration mode supported by the slot waveguide with different thicknesses and slot widths.
In conclusion, we introduce a tapered slot waveguide DLA structure for sub-relativistic electron acceleration with continuous phase synchronization. We derive a differential equation describing the tapering necessary to achieve this condition. An example design for 80 keV electrons shows 0.33 GV/m acceleration gradient, comparable to grating-based DLA structures [3] , and a total energy gain higher than that from DLAs with constant phase velocity [4] . We discuss the potential of slot waveguides functioning as DLAs or on-chip deflectors, depending on the excitation of the acceleration mode or the fundamental mode. This study provides an effective method for achieving an accelerating field on-chip that can maintain extended synchronicity with electrons of increasing velocities.
